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The summer i turned pretty book

Everything that happened this past summer, and every summer before it, has all led up to this. To now. Every year Isabel spends a perfect summer at her family friends' house. There's the swimming pool at night, the private stretch of sandy beach . . . and the two boys. Unavailable, aloof Conrad – who she's been in love
with forever – and friendly, relaxed Jeremiah, the only one who's ever really paid her any attention. But this year something is different. They seem to have noticed her for the first time. It's going to be an amazing summer – and one she'll never forget . . . The Collection She has only ever loved two boys . . . The
bestselling The Summer I Turned Pretty series is now available is one gorgeous new edition, with exclusive material inside!She has only ever loved two boys . . . Isabel spends every summer at the beach. But this summer is different. This is the summer she turns pretty - the year two brothers will notice her for the first
time.Conrad - unavailable, aloof - who she's been in love with forever.Jeremiah - friendly, relaxed - the only one who's ever really paid her any attention.Friendship is no longer enough. From first kisses to first loves, seasons pass, promises are made and hearts are broken. Now Isabel must make the most difficult
decision of all.Experience first love's butterflies with The Summer I Turned Pretty Collection - for the first time all three books together in one. Who will you choose?*Contains exclusive extra material inside, including Conrad's letters to Isabel*The complete series includes: The Summer I Turned Pretty, It's Not Summer
Without You, and We'll Always Have Summer.'This book is what every girl wants in a summer' - Sarah Dessen About the author:Jenny Han is the New York Time Bestselling author of The Summer I Turned Pretty series. A former children's bookseller and school librarian, she earned her master's degree in creative writing
for children at the New School. She lives in Brooklyn.%%%The bestselling The Summer I Turned Pretty series is now available is one gorgeous new edition, with exclusive material inside!She has only ever loved two boys . . . Isabel spends every summer at the beach. But this summer is different. This is the summer she
turns pretty - the year two brothers will notice her for the first time.Conrad - unavailable, aloof - who she's been in love with forever.Jeremiah - friendly, relaxed - the only one who's ever really paid her any attention.Friendship is no longer enough. From first kisses to first loves, seasons pass, promises are made and
hearts are broken. Now Isabel must make the most difficult decision of all.Experience first love's butterflies with The Summer I Turned Pretty Collection - for the first time all three books together in one. Who will you choose?*Contains exclusive extra material inside, including Conrad's letters to Isabel*The complete series
includes: The Summer I Turned Pretty, It's Not Summer Without You,and We'll Always Have Summer.'This book is what every girl wants in a summer' - Sarah Dessen About the author:Jenny Han is the New York Time Bestselling author of The Summer I Turned Pretty series. A former children's bookseller and school
librarian, she earned her master's degree in creative writing for children at the New School. She lives in Brooklyn. 'The Summer I Turned Pretty’ PlotUnlike To All The Boys, which is mainly the story of Lara Jean Covey and Peter Kavinsky (OK, with a few distractions), The Summer I Turned Pretty is a genuine love
triangle. As Deadline describes it, Belly "used to be gawky and awkward, but this summer she turns 16 and she is starting to turn heads-and it's taking some getting used to. Conrad Fisher, the boy she's loved forever, the boy who never even looked in her direction-is paying attention to her. It's exhilarating to suddenly be
an object of desire...but it's also scary." But Conrad is only the tip of the iceberg. Belly falls in love with both Conrad and his brother Jeremiah and has serious relationships with both over the three books in the series.This trilogy is also a generational tale. Belly's mother Laurel and her BFF Susannah are significant figures
in Belly's life. Their relationship with each other, and the way they relate to Belly, are just as important as the romance aspects. That makes this a far more complex series than fans might expect.Fans of Han's work will note the move to Amazon comes with some exciting and somewhat unusual developments. For one
thing, this adaptation is a series, not a film like To All The Boys. For another, Han wrote the pilot script herself and will serve as co-showrunner on the series, giving her far more direct control on this adaptation. Get a FREE e-book by joining our mailing list today! Plus, receive recommendations for your next Book Club
read. A Reading Group Guide to The Summer I Turned Pretty trilogy by Jenny Han ABOUT THE BOOKS For Belly, summertime means all her favorite things: swimming, the beach, and the Fisher boys, Conrad and Jeremiah. She has spent summers with the Fisher family at Cousins Beach for as long as she can
remember. Belly has always been in love with Conrad, and finally, one fateful summer, it seems like he might have feelings for her, too. But it turns out, so does Jeremiah. Belly soon realizes she has to choose between the two brothers who love her, and in doing so, will have to break one of their hearts. Against the
backdrop of growing up, changing family dynamics, laughter and loss comes a poignant and relatable trilogy about a girl learning what it means to love. The Summer I Turned Pretty by Jenny Han Discussion Questions 1. The Summer I Turned Pretty begins with a short scene prior to the first chapter. How did you
interpret it? Why do you think Jenny Han introduces the book this way? 2. We get a great feel for the house at Cousins Beach in the very first chapter. How does Jenny Han use all five senses to describe the novel’s setting? Describe similar examples of writing craft throughout the book. 3. What does “pretty” mean, with
respect to the title of the book? How would Belly define “pretty”? How do you define “pretty”? Is there a difference between “pretty” and “beautiful”? Consider these references: · “She shook her head like she was in awe of me. ‘You’re so pretty, so pretty. You’re going to have an amazing, amazing summer. It’ll be a
summer you’ll never forget.” · “It was the summer I turned pretty.” · “This was Cam, a real guy who had noticed me even before I was pretty.” · “‘No.’ Cam ran his hand through his hair. He wouldn’t look at me. ‘It’s because I thought you were really pretty. Like, maybe the prettiest girl I’d ever seen.’” · “Cam looked
perplexed. ‘Why? Your nose is cute. It’s the imperfections that make things beautiful.” · “He was the first boy to tell me I was beautiful.” 4. The Summer I Turned Pretty is told in the first person from Belly’s perspective, apparently in retrospect. When is the “now” from which she’s narrating? How do you know? How might
the story have been different if Jenny Han had written the novel in third person? 5. Chapters alternate between past and present—between significant memories from earlier summers and current experiences. What purpose do these flashbacks serve? 6. In what ways does each person in the house (Jeremiah, Conrad,
Susannah, and Laurel) play a particular “role”—in the story, overall, and in Belly’s life? How does the dynamic change when Steven leaves? How might the atmosphere have been different if Mr. Fisher had visited, or even Belly and Steven’s father? 7. “I was getting older too. Things couldn’t stay the same forever.” What
do you think Jenny Han is suggesting here? Recall a time in your life when you realized you were growing up, and how that felt. 8. Belly and the boys love playing “Would You Rather.” Borrowing Jeremiah’s example, “Would you rather live one perfect day over and over or live your life with no perfect days but just decent
ones?” What do you think? How do these competing scenarios relate to the issues Belly faces? If asked again at the very end of the summer, do you think Belly would stick with her original answer (for just decent days)? 9. What is the turning point in Belly and Conrad’s relationship? Were you surprised by the direction it
took? 10. When did you start to think there might be something seriously wrong with Susannah, and/or the family’s situation? What were the signs? 11. Explain Belly’s feelings for Cam over the course of the novel. Did she ever really like him? What stopped her, ultimately, from falling in love with him? Consider these
examples of Belly’s observations about Cam: · “But there was something about him that seemed safe and comfortable.” · “He’d probably meet some random homeless guy and become best friends with him, and then he’d tell me the man’s life story the next day. Not that there were any homeless guys on our end of the
beach. Not that I’d ever seen a homeless person in Cousins, for that matter. But if there was, Cam would find him.” · “I ran up to the front door, and I didn’t have to turn around to know that Cam would wait until I was inside before he drove away.” · “Here I had this really great guy who actually liked me.” 12. What’s the
point of including Belly’s childhood friend, Taylor, in The Summer I Turned Pretty? How did Jenny Han use Taylor to help the reader get to know Belly better? 13. “The old pull, the tide drawing me back in. I kept getting caught in this current—first love, I mean. First love kept making me come back to this, to him. He still
took my breath away, just being near him. I had been lying to myself the night before, thinking I was free, thinking I had let him go. It didn’t matter what he said or did, I’d never let him go.” Do you identify with Jenny Han’s powerful description of first love? Discuss the difference between crushes and love. How might Belly
differentiate the two? 14. Susannah jokes about her cancer. What was the effect of this comedic moment on the characters in the novel? How did it affect you, as a reader? 15. Which of Belly’s three love interests in The Summer I Turned Pretty did you like best—Conrad, Jeremiah, or Cam? Compare and contrast, then
come up with a list of qualities for an ideal summer romance! 16. Discuss the ending. What’s happened? What do you think will happen from here? It’s Not Summer Without You by Jenny Han Discussion Questions 1. It’s Not Summer Without You opens on a sad note. We learn that Belly and Conrad are not together, and
that Susannah has passed away. How were you affected by this beginning? In what way did Jenny Han continue Belly’s story from The Summer I Turned Pretty, and in what way did she introduce a whole new story in the sequel? 2. We see much more of Taylor in It’s Not Summer Without You. How would you
characterize Belly’s friendship with Taylor? What role does Taylor play in Belly’s life? Where do you see their friendship going from here—do you imagine them staying friends like Laurel and Susannah or have they already outgrown each other? Consider these references: · “But for better or worse, Taylor Jewel was a
part of me, and I was a part of her.” · “I knew that Taylor meant well. She thought she was doing me a favor. Giving up her platform sandals for the night was altruistic, for Taylor. But I was still mad.” · “Taylor was a crappy friend, not me. She was the selfish one. I was so angry, my hand shook when I put on my eyeliner,
and I had to rub it off and start all over again. I wore Taylor’s blouse and her shoes and I pulled my hair all to one side too. I did it because I knew it would piss her off.” · “But those things she said, they hurt. Maybe they were true. But I didn’t know if I could forgive her for saying them.” 3. Unlike in The Summer I Turned
Pretty, we’re presented with a point of view other than just Belly’s—several chapters are written from Jeremiah’s perspective. How does this change your experience as a reader? Do you look at characters or situations any differently, hearing Jeremiah’s side? Why do you think Jenny Han chose to show us Jeremiah’s
point of view, and not Conrad’s? 4. How do Belly’s experiences in The Summer I Turned Pretty and in It’s Not Summer Without You represent her coming of age? Is Belly a child, or an adult? Can she be both at one time? At what point does she grow up? What factors have accelerated or delayed her entry into
adulthood? Consider these references: · “The only person I wanted was Susannah. She was the only one. And then I had a thought, clear as day. I would never be somebody’s favorite again. I would never be a kid again, not in the same way. That was all over now. She was really gone.” · “So I took [a beer] and walked
back outside with it. I sat back down on my deck chair and popped the top off the can. It snapped satisfyingly. It was strange to be in this house alone. Not a bad feeling, just a different one. I’d been coming to this house my whole life and I could count on one hand the number of times I’d be alone in it. I felt older now.
Which I suppose I was, but I guess I didn’t remember feeling old last summer.” · “I waited for him to call me a baby for calling my mommy the second things got scary. He didn’t. Instead he said, ‘Thanks.’ I stared at him. ‘Sometimes you surprise me,’ I said. He didn’t look at me when he said, ‘And you hardly ever surprise
me. You’re still the same.’” · “My mother and Mr. Fisher were drinking coffee the way grown-ups do.” · “‘You want an old lady like me around?’ she asked. ‘Sure, I’ll be back whenever you have me.’ ‘When?’ he asked. He looked so young, so vulnerable my heart ached a little.” 5. When Belly sees the infinity necklace in
Conrad’s drawer, she takes it—impulsively—and puts it on. Why did she do this? Would you have taken the necklace, if you were Belly? What did you think about Belly for doing this? 6. Whereas The Summer I Turned Pretty took place exclusively at Cousins, the events of It’s Not Summer Without You take place in
several different settings; Cousins, Belly’s house, Jeremiah and Conrad’s house, and Conrad’s college. Furthermore, the house at Cousins has a very different feel this summer, than it has for the characters in the past. How important is setting, in fiction? How important is setting to this story? 7. How has your opinion
about Belly evolved, after reading this sequel? In what ways do you understand her better? In what ways are you disappointed, supportive, surprised, or confused by her actions in the sequel, as compared to The Summer I Turned Pretty? 8. How has Belly’s relationship with her mother changed or remained the same in
It’s Not Summer Without You? What are your thoughts and feelings about Laurel, as Belly’s mother, but also as a character in her own right? Consider these references: · “I wanted to scream at her, to tell her how insensitive, how cruel she was, and couldn’t she see my heart was literally breaking? But when I looked up
at her face, I bit back the words and swallowed them down. She was right.” · “Everything was wrong, and most of all me. Suddenly I just wanted my mother.” · “Her words stung me so badly I wanted to hurt her back a million times worse. So I said the thing I knew would hurt her most. I said, ‘I wish Susannah was my
mother and not you.’” · “I looked over at Conrad, and he said in a low voice, to no one in particular, ‘Laurel is amazing.’ I’d never heard anyone describe my mom that way, especially not Conrad. I’d never thought of her as ‘amazing.’ But in that moment, she was. She truly was.” 9. Belly acknowledges her unrequited love
for Conrad; “It wasn’t like how it was with Conrad and Aubrey. He’d loved her. Once upon a time, he’d been crazy about her. He had never been that way with me. Never. But I had loved him. I loved him longer and truer than I had anyone in my whole life and I would probably never love anyone that way again. Which, to
be honest, was almost a relief.” What does Belly mean here? Do you believe her? 10. Belly and Jeremiah’s kiss was passionate, intense, and immensely meaningful to both of them. Describe a time when you’ve felt like “the earth stopped turning.” 11. Belly returns the infinity necklace that she’d taken from Conrad’s desk.
What did this moment signify to Belly? To Conrad? Discuss the symbolism of the necklace. 12. Who is the “you” in the title of the book? 13. Like in The Summer I Turned Pretty, this next book in the series ends with a mysterious preview of what’s to come. “A couple of years later” gives us a snapshot of Belly’s wedding
day. Whom do you think she will marry? Why does Jenny Han conclude the novel in this way? We’ll Always Have Summer by Jenny Han Discussion Questions 1. We can tell a lot about a person by the company she keeps. In We’ll Always Have Summer, we’re introduced to Belly’s friendship with Anika, in addition to her
ongoing friendship with Taylor. How are the friendships similar? How are they different? What roles do Taylor and Anika play, respectively, in Belly’s life, at the time when the novel takes place? 2. When Belly tells Anika about Jeremiah’s infidelity, Anika replies, “Keeping a secret like that from the person you love is
probably the worst part.” We learn of several secrets in We’ll Always Have Summer—Jeremiah’s, Belly’s, Conrad’s. How much of what happens in this third novel is influenced by secrets? Is it ever okay to keep secrets? Is it ever okay to keep secrets from the people you love, in particular? 3. We’ll Always Have Summer
is the most nostalgic of the three books in Jenny Han’s series. The title evokes the warmth and comforting permanence of memories. Belly is particularly touched by her memories of growing up at Cousins Beach, especially as represented by the images she recalls of Jeremiah and Conrad. Discuss Belly’s reaction to her
realization that she’s had the story of Rosie, the dog, all wrong in her memory: “What else had I remembered wrong? I was a person who loved to play Remember When in my head. I’d always prided myself on how I remembered every detail. It scared me to think that my memories could be just ever-so-slightly wrong.”
How much of Belly’s love for Jeremiah and Conrad is based on memories? How much weight can we assign to memories, as a foundation for current relationships? What kind of value does Belly put on her memories? 4. Belly’s conflicting feelings for Jeremiah and Conrad come to a head in We’ll Always Have Summer.
As Belly grapples with determining how she’s feeling, she’s simultaneously struggling to control her feelings. Is it even possible for people to control love? Discuss what the following quote means to you, and the extent to which you agree that feelings can be safely tucked away. · “I’d thought my feelings for Conrad were
safely tucked away, like my old Rollerblades and the little gold watch my dad bought me when I first learned how to tell time.” 5. Describe your first love. How has this first experience shaped who you are today? Discuss the significance of first love, versus “last” love, as movingly articulated by Belly: · “Maybe that was
how it was with all first loves. They own a little piece of your heart, always. Conrad at twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, sixteen, even seventeen years old. For the rest of my life, I would think of him fondly, the way you do your first pet, the first car you drove. Firsts were important. But I was pretty sure lasts were even
more important. And Jeremiah, he was going to be my last and my every and my always.” 6. Taylor insists, “You should have everything you want, Belly . . . You only get married once.” Describe your ideal wedding. What would you prefer to have, but could do without, when push comes to shove? What features of your
dream wedding are “deal breakers”—what do you consider absolutely imperative? 7. One of the hardest parts about going away to college—or moving, or simply starting a new school, for that matter—is making friends. Belly is tremendously relieved to be invited to her hallmate’s room to hang out with the girls. She
confides, “maybe these were my people.” Who are your people? What qualities do you look for in new friends? What advice would you have shared with Belly for making friends that first semester of college? 8. Belly’s feelings for Conrad are profoundly conflicted throughout the three books in Jenny Han’s series. In
regards to whether or not Conrad would attend Belly and Jeremiah’s wedding, Belly admits, “I think I was afraid. Afraid that he was coming and afraid that he wasn’t.” What does she mean by this? 9. Finally, after hearing Belly’s point of view, and then Jeremiah’s beginning, in It’s Not Summer Without You we have a
window inside Conrad’s mind. How did your impression of Conrad change at this point? Why do think Jenny Han chose not to feature Conrad’s point of view until now? Why show shifting points of view (besides Belly’s) in the first place—what effect does this have on how you interpret the story? 10. We see Belly’s
relationship with her mother evolve throughout the three books in the series. In We’ll Always Have Summer, we’re privy to a compelling power dynamic between mother and daughter that hasn’t been as evident in the past. What is this power dynamic, and to what do you attribute it? How would you characterize the
nature of Belly and Laurel’s relationship? Consider the following examples: · “And she was bluffing. She had to be bluffing. No matter how upset or disappointed she was in me, I couldn’t believe that she would miss her only daughter’s wedding. I just couldn’t.” · “Alone in my car again, I cried loud, ragged sobs. I cried
until my throat hurt. I was mad at my mom, but bigger than that was this overwhelming, heavy sadness. I was grown up to do things on my own, without her. I could get married, I could quit my job. I was a big girl now. I didn’t have to ask for permission. My mother was no longer all powerful. Part of me wished she could
be.” 11. How important is it to you that your family accepts your significant other and the choices you make with him/her? Furthermore, how important is it for you to have your friends’ blessings? 12. Although she attempts to convince herself otherwise, Belly is wrought with guilt following her subtle yet dramatic encounters
with Conrad: first with the peaches and then when she nurses his surfing wound. Is Belly’s guilt justified? Why do you think these moments carry such significance for Belly? 13. Conrad asks his former employer and dear friend, Ernie, “Do you really believe in that? That people are meant to be with one person?” How
would you answer this question? Do you believe in soul mates, or is it possible to love more than one person over your lifetime? Is it possible to love more than one person at the same time? Belly considers this possibility, when she realizes that she has feelings of love for both Jeremiah and Conrad. How would you
explain this? 14. Jenny Han gives us plenty of opportunities to compare and contrast Jeremiah and Conrad—who they are as individuals, as well as who they are as they relate to Belly. Belly is constantly evaluating the two brothers. A few times in We’ll Always Have Summer, she even confuses the two—like when she
realizes that it was Conrad who found the dog, Rosie, and not Jeremiah. A similar mix-up occurs at the very end of the book, when Jeremiah opens his letter from Susannah, only to realize that the letter inside was really for Conrad: “My mom must have mixed up the envelopes. In the letter she said she only got to see
him in love once. That was with you.” Can you think of other similar mix-ups? What do we learn from these mix-ups? 15. Explain the title of this third book in the series, We’ll Always Have Summer. What does this mean, to you? Who is the “we” referenced? How would you define “summer,” in this context? 16. Finally,
after three wonderfully suspenseful and poignant novels, we learn which brother Belly ends up with. Do you think Belly made the right choice? Were you surprised by her choice? Are you satisfied with this ending to the series? Discussion Questions for the Trilogy 1. On the final page of We’ll Always Have Summer, we
learn which brother Belly chooses to spend her life with. Think back to The Summer I Turned Pretty and It’s Not Summer Without You. What clues do you see, in retrospect, which pointed to this end result? 2. Discuss the titles of the three books in Jenny Han’s series. Who is the “I,” “you,” and “we’ll” referenced,
respectively? What does summer symbolize to Belly? To you? 3. Which character changed the most over the course of the three books? Which character surprised you the most? With which character do you most closely relate? 4. Contemplate Belly’s experiences from when we meet her in The Summer I Turned Pretty
through the final book in the series. How would you characterize her journey, overall? When faced with a tough choice, did she always do the right thing? What were her biggest mistakes? Her greatest successes? 5. What elements of writing craft do you think Jenny Han demonstrated particularly well? How would you
characterize her writing? 6. What effect did presenting this story over three books have on you, as a reader? Would the story be any different if it were compressed into one, comprehensive novel? 7. Explore how you think Belly’s life will play out, going forward. This guide has been provided by Simon & Schuster for
classroom, library, and reading group use. It may be reproduced in its entirety or excerpted for these purposes.
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